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CONNECTIVITY AND DENSITY IN THE SET OF FRAMELETS

Marcin Bownik

Abstract. We show that the set of all framelets is pathwise connected and dense both
in L2(R, dx) and L2(R, d!/|!|) norms. This answers an open problem posed by Larson
[12, 13].

1. Introduction

One of the fundamental areas of the theory of wavelets is the investigation of
properties of the collection of all wavelets as a subset of L2(R). Probably the most
prominent problem in this area is a question whether the collection of all orthonormal
wavelets (as a subset of the unit sphere) is connected in L2(R) norm [5, 17]. More
generally, one can also ask whether the collection of all tight frame wavelets (as a
subset of the unit ball) is connected in L2(R) norm [7].

While these two questions remain open so far, there are several strong results
indicating that the answer to both questions might be positive. The joint work of
the Wutam consortium showed that the class of all multiresolution analysis (MRA)
wavelets is connected [17]. Speegle showed that the class of all minimally supported
frequency (MSF) wavelets is also connected. On the other front, Paluszyński, Šikić,
Weiss, and Xiao showed the connectivity for the class of MRA tight frame wavelets
[14, 15]. Finally, Garrigós, Hernández, Šikić, Soria, Weiss, and Wilson showed that
the class of all tight framelets satisfying very mild conditions on their spectrum is
also connected [7, 8].

Despite this, little attention has been given so far to the study of the properties of
the collection of all (not necessarily tight) frame wavelets. The goal of this work is to
change this by showing that the set of all frame wavelets is connected. A remarkable
feature of our techniques is that the connectivity is shown not only in the usual L2(R)
norm, but also in “multiplicative” L2(R, d!/|!|) norm. Furthermore, we prove that
the collection of all wavelet frames is also dense in both of these norms.

We start by recalling some basic terminology. A frame wavelet, or in short a
framelet, is a function " ! L2(R) such that the a!ne system

"j,k(x) = 2j/2"(2jx" k), j, k ! Z,

forms a frame for L2(R). Hence, we require the existence of constants 0 < c0 # c1 < $
such that

(1.1) c0||f ||2 #
!

j,k!Z
|%f,"j,k&|2 # c1||f ||2 for all f ! L2(R).
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We say that the a!ne system is Bessel if only the upper bound holds in (1.1). Let
W be the set of all framelets

W = {" ! L2(R) : " is a framelet}.
It is well-known that W ' L2(R) is also a subset of the space L2(R, d!/|!|), which
consists of all functions f such that

||f ||L2(R,d!/|!|) =
" #

R
|f̂(!)|2 d!

|!|

$1/2

< $,

where the Fourier transform of f is defined as

f̂(!) =
#

R
f(x)e"2"ix!dx.

This is a consequence of the fact that

(1.2) c0 #
!

j!Z
|"̂(2j!)|2 # c1 for a.e. ! ! R.

Hence, W is a subset of the intersection L2(R)(L2(R, d!/|!|), which can be identified
with the space

L2
#(R) := L2(R, (1 + 1/|!|)d!) =

%
f : ||f ||# =

" #

R
|f̂(!)|2(1 + 1/|!|)d!

$1/2

< $
&

.

The space L2
#(R) appears to be a natural choice for the study of the set of wavelets

and it was already introduced by Garrigós and Speegle [9]. There, the authors proved
that the set of all orthonormal wavelets and also the set of all tight framelets are both
complete in L2

#(R) norms. However, none of these sets is complete in L2(R) norm nor
in L2(R, d!/|!|) norm alone, see [9].

2. Density

The question whether the set of all framelets is dense in L2(R) was posed by Larson
[12, 13] in 1996. In this section we give a positive answer to his question. We need
the following standard result, see [11, Theorem 13.0.1].

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that f ! L2(R) is such that f̂ ! L$(R) and

f̂(!) =O(|!|#) as ! ) 0,

f̂(!) =O(|!|"1/2"#) as |!|)$,

for some # > 0. Then the a!ne system {DjTkf : j, k ! Z} is a Bessel sequence,
where Df(x) =

*
2f(2x), Tkf(x) = f(x" k).

Theorem 2.1. The collection W of all framelets is dense in L2
#(R).

Proof. Let

D = {f ! L2(R) : f̂ ! L$(R) and +R > 0 supp f̂ ' ["R,"1/R] , [1/R,R]}.
Since D is a dense subspace of L2

#(R), it su!ces to show that

(2.1) -f ! D + a sequence of framelets {"j}j!N such that lim
j%$

||f " "j ||# = 0.
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Take any f ! D. Given # > 0 and r > 1 define a function " = "(f, r, #) ! L2
#(R)

by

(2.2)
" = "0 + "1, where "̂0 = #1Sr , "̂1 = f̂1Zr ,

Sr = ["2"r,"2"r"1] , [2"r"1, 2"r], Zr = R \
'

k!Z
(k + Sr).

Since supp "̂0 ' ["1/2, 1/2], it is clear from the characterizing equations [10, Section
7.1] that "0 is a tight framelet (with the frame constant #2). On the other hand,
while "1 does not have to be a framelet itself, the a!ne system generated by it must
be Bessel by Lemma 2.1.

First, we claim that " given by (2.2) is a framelet. By the above observation and
a basic perturbation argument, the a!ne system generated by " is Bessel as well.
Hence, it su!ces to show that the lower frame bound of " is positive; in fact, at least
#2. More precisely, it is enough to show that for every j ! Z,

(2.3)
!

k!Z
|%f,"j,k&|2 . #2

#

2jSr

|f̂(!)|2d!.

Indeed, (2.3) implies that

!

j!Z

!

k!Z
|%f,"j,k&|2 . #2

!

j!Z

#

2jSr

|f̂(!)|2d! = #2||f ||2,

since the family {2jSr}j!Z partitions R modulo null sets. Finally, to prove (2.3) we
use a standard periodization argument

!

k!Z
|%f,"j,k&|2 =

!

k!Z
|%f,DjTk"&|2 =

!

k!Z
|%D"jf, Tk"&|2

=
# 1/2

"1/2

((((
!

l!Z

!D"jf(! + l)"̂(! + l)
((((
2

d! . 2j

#

Sr

((((
!

l!Z
f̂(2j(! + l))"̂(! + l)

((((
2

d!

= 2j

#

Sr

|f̂(2j!)"̂0(!)|2d! = #2

#

2jSr

|f̂(!)|2d!,

where in the penultimate step we have used that supp "̂0 = Sr ' ["1/2, 1/2] and
supp "̂1 ' Zr lies outside the periodization of Sr.

Next, we estimate the distance between " and f in L2
#(R) norm

||f " "||2# =
#

R
|f̂(!)" "̂(!)|2(1 + 1/|!|)d!

=
#

Sr

|f̂(!)" #|2(1 + 1/|!|)d! +
#

R\Sr

|f̂(!)" "̂1(!)|2(1 + 1/|!|)d!.
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A simple calculation shows that the first integral equals #2(2 ln(2)+2"r) for su!ciently
large r, i.e., for r > ln(R)/ ln(2). Since "̂1 = 1Zr f̂ , the second integral equals
#

S
k!Z\{0} k+Sr

|f̂(!)|2(1 + 1/|!|)d! =
!

k!Z, 0 &=|k|'R+1

#

k+Sr

|f̂(!)|2(1 + 1/|!|)d!

# 2(R + 1)||f̂ ||2$(|Sr|+
#

R
11+Srd!/|!|)

# 2(R + 1)||f̂ ||2$(2"r + ln((1 + 2"r)/(1" 2"r))).

Hence,
||f " "(f, r, #)||2# ) 0 as # ) 0 and r )$.

Therefore, functions " = "(f, r, #) are the required framelets approximating f in
L2
#(R) norm. !

Remark 2.1. A closer inspection of the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that the set

Wd = {" ! L2(R) : " is a framelet which has a dual framelet}.

is also dense in L2
#(R) norm. Recall that $ is a dual framelet to a framelet " if

f =
!

j,k!Z
%f,"j,k&$j,k for all f ! L2(R).

It is well known, see [6], that ($,") is a pair of dual framelets if and only if {$j,k :
j, k ! Z} and {"j,k : j, k ! Z} are Bessel sequences and the following characterizing
equations hold

!

j!Z
$̂(2j!)"̂(2j!) = 1 for a.e. !,(2.4)

$!

j=0

$̂(2j!)"̂(2j(! + q)) = 0 for a.e. ! and for odd q ! Z.(2.5)

It is also well known that Wd is a proper subset of W, see e.g. [3, Theorem 2].

Indeed, to verify the density of Wd it su!ces to show that " = "(f, r, #) given by
(2.2) has a dual framelet. Let $ ! L2(R) be given by

$̂ = #"11Sr , where Sr = ["2"r,"2"r"1] , [2"r"1, 2"r].

Since r > 1, it is easy to see that $ is a tight framelet. Moreover, (2.4) is immediate.
To prove (2.5) it su!ces to observe that if $̂(2j!) /= 0 then 2j! ! Sr. Consequently,
2j! + q /! supp "̂ for any q ! Z \ {0} by the choice of the set Zr and (2.2). Hence,
"̂(2j(!+q)) = 0 and (2.5) must hold. This shows that ($,") is a pair of dual framelets
and completes the proof of Remark 2.1.

3. Connectivity

In this section we show the connectivity of the set of frame wavelets.

Theorem 3.1. The collection W of all framelets is pathwise connected in L2
#(R).
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Proof. Let "0 !W be an arbitrary framelet. Let "1 be a fixed tight framelet defined
by

"̂1 = 1["1/2,"1/4]([1/4,1/2].

We will prove that there exists a path of framelets {"t}t![0,1] ' W such that that
map t 0) "t is continuous in L2

#(R) norm. In fact, this path is given explicitly by

(3.1)
"t = $0 + $1, where $̂0 = "̂01Zt , $̂1 = t1St , t ! [0, 1],

St = ["t/2,"t/4] , [t/4, t/2], Zt = R \
'

k!Z
(k + ["t/2, t/2]).

First, we claim that "t ! W for every t ! (0, 1). As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we
use a standard periodization argument. For any f ! L2(R) and j ! Z,

!

k!Z
|%f, ("t)j,k&|2 =

# 1/2

"1/2

((((
!

l!Z

!D"jf(! + l)"̂t(! + l)
((((
2

d!

= 2j

# t/2

"t/2

((((
!

l!Z
f̂(2j(! + l))"̂t(! + l)

((((
2

d!

+ 2j

#

["1/2,1/2]\["t/2,t/2]

((((
!

l!Z
f̂(2j(! + l))"̂t(! + l)

((((
2

d!

= 2j

# t/2

"t/2

((((
!

l!Z
f̂(2j(! + l))$̂1(! + l)

((((
2

d!

+ 2j

#

["1/2,1/2]\["t/2,t/2]

((((
!

l!Z
f̂(2j(! + l))$̂0(! + l)

((((
2

d!

The last two integrals can be easily computed

2j

# t/2

"t/2

((((
!

l!Z
f̂(2j(! + l))$̂1(! + l)

((((
2

d! = 2jt2
#

St

|f̂(2j!)|2d! = t2
#

2jSt

|f̂(!)|2d!.

2j

#

["1/2,1/2]\["t/2,t/2]

((((
!

l!Z
f̂(2j(! + l))$̂0(! + l)

((((
2

d!

# 2j

# 1/2

"1/2

((((
!

l!Z
f̂(2j(! + l))"̂0(! + l)

((((
2

d! =
!

k!Z
|%f, ("0)j,k&|2.

Summing the above formulas over j ! Z we have

t2||f ||2 #
!

j!Z

!

k!Z
|%f, ("t)j,k&|2 # t2||f ||2 +

!

j!Z

!

k!Z
|%f, ("0)j,k&|2.

This proves that "t !W for each t ! [0, 1].
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Finally, the continuity of the path {"t}t![0,1] in L2
#(R) is a consequence of the

Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem. Indeed, for any 0 # t < t) # 1 we have

||"t " "t" ||# #
" #

R
|"̂0(!)|21Zt\Zt"

(1 + 1/|!|)d!

$1/2

+
" #

R
|t1St " t)1St" |

2(1 + 1/|!|)d!

$1/2

.

A simple application of the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem shows that
for each t ! [0, 1], ||"t " "t" ||# ) 0 as t) ) t, which completes the proof of Theorem
3.1. !
Remark 3.1. The arguments used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 show that the set of
dual framelets Wd is also pathwise connected in L2

#(R) norm. Indeed, it su!ces to
observe that each "t, t ! (0, 1], given by (3.1) is in Wd, regardless whether "0 !Wd,
or not. In particular, if "0 ! Wd, then we would have a continuous path {"t}t![0,1]

inside Wd.

To prove Remark 3.1, let $t ! L2(R) be given by $̂t = t"11St , where St =
["t/2,"t/4] , [t/4, t/2] and 0 < t # 1. As in the proof of Remark 2.1, it is not
hard to verify that ($t,"t) is a pair of dual framelets employing the characterizing
equations (2.4) and (2.5).

4. Extensions to higher dimensions

Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 are also valid for more general framelets associated with
expansive dilations in Rn. Recall that n 1 n real matrix A is said to be expansive if
all eigenvalues % of A satisfy |%| > 1. A quasi-norm associated with expansive matrix
B is a measurable mapping & : Rn ) [0,$), such that

(i) &(!) = 0 23 ! = 0,
(ii) &(B!) = |detB|&(!) for all ! ! Rn,
(iii) +c > 0 &(! + !)) # c(&(!) + &(!))) for all !, !) ! Rn.
Basic properties about quasi-norms, including the fact that all quasi-norms associated
with a fixed dilation are equivalent, can be found in [2].

In this setting, a framelet is a function " ! L2(Rn), such that the system

"j,k(x) = |detA|j/2"(Ajx" k), j ! Z, k ! Zn,

forms a frame for L2(Rn). As before, let W = WA be the set of all framelets

WA = {" ! L2(Rn) : " is a framelet}.
It is well-known that every " ! WA with frame constants 0 < c0 # c1 < $ satisfies
the inequality

(4.1) c0 #
!

j!Z
|"̂(Bj!)|2 # c1 for a.e. ! ! Rn,

where B = A#. Therefore, WA ' L2(Rn) is also a subset of the space L2(Rn, d!/&(!)),
which consists of all functions f such that

||f ||L2(Rn,d!/$(!)) =
" #

Rn

|f̂(!)|2 d!

&(!)

$1/2

< $,
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where & is a quasi-norm associated with the dilation B = A#. Indeed, this is a
consequence of (4.1) and a calculation as in [1, Theorem 2.5]. Hence, W is a subset
of the intersection L2(Rn) ( L2(R, d!/&(!)), which can be identified with the space

L2
$(Rn) := L2(R, (1 + 1/&(!))d!).

Then we can generalize Theorem 2.1 and 3.1.

Theorem 4.1. The collection WA of all framelets associated with an expansive dila-
tion A is dense and pathwise connected in L2

$(Rn).

Proof. To show density of WA we mimic the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let

D = {f ! L2(Rn) : f̂ ! L$(Rn) and +R > 0 supp f̂ ' B(0, R) \B(0, 1/R)}.
be a dense subspace of L2

$(Rn). Since B = A# is expansive, we can find an ellipsoid
E satisfying %E ' B(E) for some % > 1, see [2]. Moreover, by rescaling we can also
assume that E ' ["1/2, 1/2]n.

Given f ! D, # > 0 and r ! N define a function " = "(f, r, #) ! L2
$(Rn) by

(4.2)
" = "0 + "1, where "̂0 = #1Sr , "̂1 = f̂1Zr ,

Sr = B"rE \B"r"1E, Zr = Rn \
'

k!Zn

(k + Sr).

A similar argument as in Theorem 2.1 shows that " = "(f, r, #) is a framelet and

||f " "(f, r, #)||$ ) 0 as # ) 0 and r )$.

Likewise, to show connectivity of WA it su!ces to find a continuous path of
framelets {"t}t![0,1] 'WA, where "0 !WA is an arbitrary framelet and "1 !WA is
a fixed tight framelet defined by

"̂1 = 1E\B#1(E).

Following the approach of Theorem 3.1, we can define this path explicitly by

(4.3)
"t = $0 + $1, where $̂0 = "̂01Zt , $̂1 = t1St , t ! [0, 1],

St = t(E \B"1(E)), Zt = R \
'

k!Zn

(k + tE).

An easy adaptation of the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that "t !WA for all t ! [0, 1]
and t 0) "t is continuous in L2

$(Rn) norm. !

Remark 4.1. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 we conclude that the set
of all framelets W (or its higher dimensional counterpart WA) is not complete in
L2
#(R) norm (or L2

$(Rn) norm). This is in stark contrast with the result of Garrigós
and Speegle [9], which established the completness of the set of tight framelets.

This suggest that it might be worthwhile to consider a more restricted class of
framelets satisfying some prescribed frame bounds 0 < c0 # c1 < $. More precisely,
let

W(c0, c1) = {" ! L2(R) : " satisfies (1.1)}.
While it is clear that the density of W(c0, c1) fails, see the example below, it is an open
problem whether the set W(c0, c1) is connected in L2

#(R) (or even in L2(R)) norm. In
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the case when c0 = c1, this reduces to the challenging question of connectivity in the
set of tight framelets [7].

Note that in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have a somewhat limited control on the
frame bounds of the intermediate framelets {"t}t![0,1]. In fact, it is possible that a
lower frame bound of "t could be arbitrarily close to zero for small t > 0. Hence,
despite that the endpoints "0 and "1 might have nice frame bounds, the intermediate
framelets constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.1 may lie outside W(c0, c1).

Example 4.1. We claim that a function $ ! L2(R), $̂ = 1["1/2,1/2] does not be
belong to the L2-norm closure of W(c0, c1) for any 0 < c0 # c1 < $. Indeed, if
" !W(c0, c1), then by (1.1) and Fatou’s lemma

!

j,k!Z
|%f,"j,k&|2 # c1||f ||2 for all f ! L2(R).

On the other hand, a standard periodization argument shows that
!

j,k!Z
|%f,$j,k&|2 =

!

j!Z
2j

# 1/2

"1/2
|f̂(2j!)|2d! = $ for all 0 /= f ! L2(R).

Therefore, it is essential that no restrictions are imposed on frame bounds of the set
W in Theorem 2.1.

Finally, we would like to recall a related open problem posed by Larson in [12].
Is the set of all Riesz wavelets dense in L2(R) norm? Naturally, one may also ask
whether the same set is pathwise connected in L2(R) norm or consider the same
question for L2

#(R) norm. None of these questions has been answered so far.
A partial positive result in this direction has been recently obtained by Cabrelli and

Molter [4], where the authors proved that any f ! L2(Rn) can be approximated in
L2(Rn) norm by a Riesz wavelet associated to some expansive dilation matrix A and
some lattice of translates ". However, both the dilation A and the lattice " must vary
with the accuracy of approximation. Hence, the original problem of Larson remains
open, since it asks about density of Riesz wavelets for a fixed (e.g. dyadic) dilation
and a fixed lattice of translates (e.g. integers). It is worth adding that Cabrelli and
Molter [4] have also obtained a similar result on the density of frame wavelets as in
Section 2 and independently of this work.
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